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33 independent record labels you should know
complex Mar 26 2024

so from independent icons like xl recordings and warp to niche labels like
dream catalogue and rising stars like good years and wedidit here are some of
our favorite independent labels

independent record label wikipedia Feb 25 2024

an independent record label or indie label is a record label that operates
without the funding or distribution of major record labels they are a type of
small to medium sized enterprise or sme the labels and artists are often
represented by trade associations in their country or region which in turn
are represented by the international

indie labels a guide to the independent music scene
Jan 24 2024

indie labels short for independent record labels are small record companies
that operate without the financial backing of major label corporations they
focus on releasing music from independent artists and often offer more
creative freedom and personalized attention to their signed musicians



the top 10 independent record labels you should
know one37pm Dec 23 2023

by mike mclaughlin published jul 5 2023 the magic of music lies not just in
the hands of the artists who create it but also in the independent record
labels that nurture these talents and carve a space for their voices to be
heard in the ever evolving music industry indie labels are the lifeblood of
new sound and innovation

top independent record labels every music artist
should know Nov 22 2023

learn about the advantages and disadvantages of signing with independent
record labels such as xl brainfeeder and ninja tune find out how these labels
started operate and represent their artists musical vision and goals discover
the genres styles and achievements of these top independent labels in the
music industry

best indie record labels of all time 20 imprints
that Oct 21 2023

the best indie record labels of all time 20 imprints that changed the world
the best indie record labels of all time have helped push the boundaries



drawing the mainstream into their

indie record labels a guide to the independent
music scene Sep 20 2023

indie record labels short for independent record labels are companies that
operate outside the major music label system they focus on nurturing
alternative and non mainstream artists often offering more creative freedom
and control to the artists themselves

independent record labels and producers music
production Aug 19 2023

independent record labels and producers music production artists distribution
britannica written by charlie gillett d 2010 radio presenter and director
oval records and music london author of the sound of the city the rise of
rock and roll making tracks atlantic records and the growth of a multi
billion dollar charlie gillett

how indie labels changed the world indie the



guardian Jul 18 2023

run by mavericks with little or no business sense independent record labels
turned the music industry on its head in the 80s and their sound and
aesthetic remains a huge influence to this

19 indie record labels that changed the face of
music radio x Jun 17 2023

19 indie record labels that changed the face of music 30 march 2024 12 00
tony wilson the mastermind behind factory records picture jon super redferns
getty tony smith kay roxby alamy

10 indie labels every independent artists should
know May 16 2023

indie labels short for independent labels operate independently of major
record label conglomerates they typically focus on niche markets diverse
genres and emerging artists indie labels work by discovering signing and
supporting artists throughout the music production and distribution process



category american independent record labels
wikipedia Apr 15 2023

independent record labels of the united states contents top 0 9 a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z subcategories this category has the
following 48 subcategories out of 48 total independent record labels based in
minnesota 20 p united states independent record label stubs 187 p 0 9 10k
projects 3 c 1 p

tribeca records independent music record labels in
new york Mar 14 2023

tribeca records is an american independent record label and creative
collective comprised of musicians filmmakers photographers painters and
writers founded in 2001 by soho johnny tribeca has emerged as one of the
premier independent labels operating today

what is the role of a record label in today s music
business Feb 13 2023

september 14 2022 lightfield studios stock adobe com as little as 10 years
ago getting a deal with a major record label was the ultimate dream for a
hopeful artist while the hype still



record label wikipedia Jan 12 2023

major versus independent record labels record labels may be small localized
and independent indie or they may be part of a large international media
group or somewhere in between

babygrande records Dec 11 2022

about babygrande is an american independent record label and creative
collective comprised of musicians filmmakers photographers painters and
writers founded in 2001 by chuck wilson former director of a r at priority
records emi babygrande has emerged as one of the premier independent labels
operating today

category independent record labels wikipedia Nov 10
2022

help wikimedia commons has media related to independent record labels record
labels not owned by the big three record labels sony universal and warner the
independent record labels are independently owned subcategories this category
has only the following subcategory independent record labels by country 45 c



home realize records Oct 09 2022

realize records founded in west hollywood in 2000 realize records is an
independent record label with partners in nashville philadelphia new york and
los angeles and world headquarters based in delaware albums subscribe email
get on the list view more

xl recordings Sep 08 2022

independent record label we re new again on it s 10th anniversary makaya
mccraven reimagines gil scott heron s classic album i m new here
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